
ANNEX F (ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND (AMC))

a. AR 500-5, Army Mobilization and Operations Planning System (AMOPS).
b. AMC Logistics Policies and Procedures for Contingency Planning (LP and P).
c. AMC-R 10-2, AMC Organization and Functions.

1.

The Army Mobilization and Operations Planning System (Ref. a) designates the
Comm&der, AMC as the DA coordinating authority for the provision of supply support to Army
Forces committed to a military operation.

b. The AMC Logistics Policies and Procedures for Contingency Planning (Ref. b)
provides policies, procedures, and responsibilities for planning and execution of AMC logistic
support of unified and specified command Operations Plans (OPLANS).

c. The Secretary of the Army delegated authority to Commander, AMC for execution
of DoD Single Manager for Conventional Ammunition (SMCA)  responsibilities. The mission
includes acquisition, distribution, transportation, storage, maintenance, demilitarization, and
disposal of toxic chemical munitions ~CM).

d. The U.S. Army Armament, Munitions and Chemical Command (AMCCOM)  is the
principal field operating activity for SMCA.

2 . ONS~

a. ~xecuti“ve Director for Chem cal andi Nuclear Matt~

(-0 Serves as the AMC element responsible for providing policy, guidance,
direction, and oversight for materiel management of all chemical systems, to include munitions,
defense materiel, smoke, and bulk agents.

(2) Serves as AMC point of contact for all chemical surety related matters.
Exercises staff oversight for the surety of all chemical weapons and bulk agents in the custody of
AMc.

(3) Serves as responsible proponent of AMC’S chemical contamination
survivability programs, including promulgation of policy and regulation.

(4) Assures integration and coordination of all aspects of chemical programs
wifiin AMC. This includes research, development, testing, supply, maintenance, transportation,
safety, surety, and medical activities within HQ AMC.
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(5) Advises and assists AMC staff, Major Subordinate Commands, field
activities  and the SMCA, as appropriate, on chemical matters.

b. .ecutive Office - &MYN nition:

(1) Establishes policy and provides guidance for accomplishment of AMC’S
TCM acquisition, supply, maintenance, and transportation responsibilities, to include inventory
and accountability management, storage, transportation, demilitarization, disposal, depot
maintenance.

(2) Serves as ammunition PAA, programhesource manager, to include TCM
for the Army Ammunition Budge~ Program Objective Memorandum; and for the AMC
Ammunition Major Item Distribution Plan and execution thereof.

(3) Serves as central focal point for HQ AMC for all SMCA actions.

(4) Performs AMC staff management for fielded conventional munitions,
including conventional chemical munitions, and for toxic chemicals.

(5) Serves as Office of Primary Responsibility [OPR) for all ammunition
taskings  by higher headquarters and for responses thereto,

(6) Exercises staff supervision and functional di.nxtion on TCM issues relative
to National Maintenance Point(s), National Inventory Control Point and U.S. Army Depot System
Command.

(7) Ensures the air worthiness of TCM for possible deployment by strategic
airlift.

c. ty Chief of Staff for Readinew

(1) Serves as mincimd HQ AMC staff element for development. coordination.
and preparation - of AMC Logistic Suppor~ Plans (LOGPLANs) in sup~ort of contingency
operations. AMC LOGPLANs address TCM operations, as appropriate.

(2) - Provides staff guidance with regard to propositioning
prior to OPLAN execution.

TCM requisitions

(3) Provides HQ AMC interfixe with the USTRANSCOM.

(4) Provides staff management and command coordination for the execution of
AMC LOGPLANs.

(5) Disseminates, as appropriate, notilcation  of National Command Authority
approval for the deployment of TCM. AMCCOM will be an addressee on the JCS message.
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d. nutv Chief of S@ff for Persd..

(1) Reviews and evaluates AMC programs, procedures, and mission
accomplishments dating to physical and in-transit security of chemical surety materiel.

(2) Serves as functional proponent within HQ AMC responsible for execution
of chemical surety movements.

e. OPR for this Annex is HQ AMC, AMCRE-PW.
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